1997 ford explorer fuel filter location

The fuel filter is located in different areas on Ford Explorer models. The fuel filter is the main
component in the fuel cleaning process. The gas flows into the fuel filter and the sediments
from the fuel are trapped inside. The clean fuel is then released out of the outlet port of the fuel
filter and back into the fuel line. The gas travels through the fuel line to the engine. The fuel filter
on the Ford Explorer models needs to be replaced every 50, miles to 75, miles. Park the Ford
Explorer on a level surface and shut the engine off. If the Ford Explorer is between and , crawl
under the driver's side of the Ford Explorer at the driver's side door. Locate the fuel filter that is
inside of the driver's side frame rail. The fuel filter is in a round bracket and has one fuel line
coming out of each end of the fuel filter. The fuel filter will need to be replaced by using a fuel
line quick disconnect tool that you can buy at most auto parts stores. Crawl under the Ford
Explorer on the passenger's side for Explorer models made after The fuel filter is under the
passenger's side door near the front wheel well. There is a metal heat guard that is bolted over
the fuel filter. Remove the fuel filter with a fuel line quick disconnect tool and put the heat guard
back over the fuel filter.. Grace Mclain has been writing professionally since Her articles have
appeared on eHow. COM, and she specializes in automotive and business topics. Step 1 Park
the Ford Explorer on a level surface and shut the engine off. Step 2 Locate the fuel filter that is
inside of the driver's side frame rail. Step 3 Crawl under the Ford Explorer on the passenger's
side for Explorer models made after The fuel filter on a Ford Explorer made before is near the
carburetor. Always wear safety glasses when working around fuel. If the fuel pressure regulator
malfunctions or fails completely, one or more symptoms will occur. While testing will need to be
performed to verify the failure, if any of these symptoms are present, a faulty fuel pressure
regulator may be to blame. A fuel injected vehicle, with proper fuel pressure, will start up
quickly, if no other malfunctions are occurring. If the regulator has failed completely, the vehicle
will crank, but not start at all. Avoid cranking the starter for too long, or you will burn it up and
add the starter to your list of needed parts. Under acceleration, the vehicle should accelerate
smoothly no matter how hard or light the gas pedal is depressed. If the Ford will not accelerate
smoothly, but instead jerks and jumps under acceleration, your fuel pressure regulator should
be inspected. A poor fuel pressure regulator can also cause your Ford to stall while idling or
driving. While it will most likely occur while idling, it is not unheard of for the car to stall while
you are driving down the road. Gasoline needs air to burn. In an overly rich scenario, there is
not enough air for the mixture to achieve combustion; if there is too little air, the combustion
will also fail to occur. A faulty fuel pressure regulator can also be to blame for a sudden
decrease in fuel mileage. These symptoms can also occur with a plugged fuel filter, failing fuel
pump, or faulty PCM. In the event you have these symptoms, it is best to have the entire fuel
system inspected by a qualified Ford fuel system technician. Allen Moore's career includes
awards in poetry and creative fiction, published lyrics, fiction books and nonfiction articles as
well as a master certification in automotive service from the Ford Motor Company. Moore is a
contributing writer for RF Stalling A poor fuel pressure regulator can also cause your Ford to
stall while idling or driving. Poor Mileage A faulty fuel pressure regulator can also be to blame
for a sudden decrease in fuel mileage. Alternatives These symptoms can also occur with a
plugged fuel filter, failing fuel pump, or faulty PCM. One of the worst problems that can happen
to your Ford Explorer is a bad fuel filter. When the filter goes bad, it can limit the amount of fuel
that enters the engine. Without fuel, the vehicle will not run at all. With that in mind, most of the
symptoms of a bad fuel filter revolve around the vehicle stalling out. Fuel filters have been
making a rearward progression for the last 50 years, literally. It looked like a little pill, and it
would be quick and easy to replace. This was in the era of carbureted vehicles. Fuel injection
requires higher fuel pressure. Higher fuel pressure meant that a more robust fuel filter would be
required. This meant the fuel filter was no longer left under the hood. It was put in the steel fuel
line, between the gas tank and engine bay. These fuel filters were more reliable, but they also
were tougher to change. Repairing them means getting under the vehicle and disconnecting
steel fittings. The good news is, no matter how old your Explorer is, the symptoms of a bad fuel
filter are universal. And, fuel filters are cheap. Before taking anything apart, check to see if your
engines computer has any trouble codes saved in it. The engine may throw a P trouble code.
Any trouble codes that exist could be a clue. Sometimes when there is low fuel pressure, you
may also get an oxygen sensor related trouble code as well. The real issue with diagnosing a
bad fuel filter is that it resembles many other vehicular issues in terms of symptoms. Typically,
if you are heading up a hill or accelerating the engine may start to feel like it is just running out
of steam. Now, a bad fuel filter can also feel a heck of a lot like a bad catalytic converter. Both
conditions will make the motor feel like it is running out of wind when you hit the gas. A bad
catalytic converter will not feel as jarring. If you are unsure, check out this article on
troubleshooting catalytic converters. If you get P or P trouble codes with a scanner, it very well
may be the catalytic converter causing these symptoms. One of the best indicators of a clogged

fuel filter is going to be that the your Explorer is difficult to start. If your car is difficult to start, a
clogged fuel filter would probably not be the place to start looking, especially if you are getting
no trouble code for fuel pressure or the oxygen sensors. It could certainly cause the problem
though. A fuel pump that is going out is going to feel the same as a bad fuel filter. This makes
telling if you have a bad fuel pump vs bad fuel filter very challenging. How do you tell them
apart? A clogged fuel filter will have high pressure on its input side and low pressure on its
output side. They are both going to cause the same hesitation at high speed and difficulty
starting. The only way to truly tell is to place a fuel pressure gauge on both sides of the line and
get a reading from both. A priming fuel pump sounds like a high-pitched whine for a few
seconds and can be heard with a sharp engine right after the ignition key is turned, but before
the starter is engaged. The symptoms of a bad fuel pump match a lot of other common
problems that can occur in the Ford Explorer. Testing the filter and pressure on each side of it
are going to be the quickest ways to rule it out. If there is anything you would like to add, please
leave a comment below. Good luck! Hard to Start Engine One of the best indicators of a clogged
fuel filter is going to be that the your Explorer is difficult to start. Do you have the same
problem? Please let us know if you need anything else to get the problem fixed. Ive tried all I
know. Please help. Thanks in advance Was this answer helpful? Replacing the fuel filter where
is its location? Where is the fuel filter located? Do you. This video will help you remove the filter
with instructions below to show you how to replace the fuel filter in your car. Images Click to
enlarge. Was this answer. The plastic retaining clip is broke off inside the housing of the old
filter. Thanks in advance Was this answer. Can you tell me the part that is broken based on this
picture? Joe Was this answer. How do you change fuel filter Was this answer. Make sure there
is no fuel pressure on the system before taking anything loose. Taking the gas cap loose may or
may not help? If you think too much gas is running out of fuel line, temporarily plug it. It looks
like a quick connect fitting for the filter. You local autostore should sell a release tool for that.
How do I get my old fuel filter off? Is there a special tool to pull the fuel lines out of the old
filter? Place indicated spring lock coupler over coupling. To release female fitting from garter
spring, push coupler along tube into coupling. See Fig. Pull spring lock coupling apart. Remove
coupler from disconnected spring lock coupling. Check for damaged garter spring and "O"
rings. Wipe end of lines with clean cloth. To install, place NEW "O" rings onto tube. Lubricate
ends of lines with clean refrigerant oil. Locate White indicator ring if equipped , which may have
slipped down length of tube. Insert White indicator ring into cage of male fitting. Push fitting
together with a slight twisting motion. White indicator ring will pop free of cage to indicate that
male fitting is properly seated over flared end of female fitting. My Explorer does not have
spring lock couplers. I've removed the locking clips, they are friction fit but I still need to get the
male ends of the old filter out of the remale fittings on the fuel line. Do I just pull them out or is
there a special way to disengage the filter? They look a wee bit rusty. I'm trying to change my
fuel filter and I can't get the filter off. I'm using the quick release tool the little plastic circle. I've
depressurized the fuel line. I've taken the clamps off. Am I skipping a step? Anything else to
loosen up? This should be easy but it's not. Please help Thanks Was this answer. They're not as
quick to get off as labeled. The easiest way I've found to work with the quick release is to put
the tool on the fuel filter tube. Pull the gas line toward you onto the tool, then immediately push
away. You may have to do this several times, but it'll eventually give. I've tried tracing the lines
from the fuel tank, but just don't see it? Underneath the vehicle, below the drivers door,
mounted in the frame rail. Just ask and you shall receive! Hope this helps. Thanks for using
2carpros. It turns over, but then just slowly stalls out and then dies. Usually though, I can try
starting it a few minutes later and it will start. From what I've been told by friends that have had
problems like this one it could possibly be my fuel filter. I know that part is inexpensive, but I
have no idea how to change it myself. My roommate has changed one on his car before, but
seeing as that's a different model, I wanted to find out for sure how to do it for my car. They are
not hard to change. I believe you will find it on the frame rail driver's side The lines will either
unclip or unbolt. Just remove it and relace it with the new one. How do you change a fuel filter
on a ford explorer Was this answer. You have to first remove the safety retainer over the
coupler, then you will need a special release tool to release the connector from the filter. Please
login or register to post a reply. Asked by J. It Ran Fine When Parked. Sponsored links. Ask a
Car Question. It's Free! Asked by Wiki User. Where is the cabin filter located on an Ford
Explorer Sport Trac ? Under hood in a plastic box that is connected to throttle body. Under the
Explorer , below the drivers door , mounted on the frame rail. The Ford Explorer available V8
engine is a 5. The engine oil filter is on the passenger side of the engine. It doesn't have one!!!!
Underneath the Explorer , below the drivers door , mounted on the frame rail. Wherever the fuel
filter on a 96 ford explorer is. The fuel pump relay for your Ford Explorer - is the 6 relay in the
power distribution box in your engine compartment. Need to replace computer on ford explore.

Need to know location of computer? I believe it is under the Explorer , below the drivers door ,
mounted on the frame rail. On a Ford Explorer, the stereo amplifier is located above the rear
wheel on the passenger side. It can be accessed by removing the side panel. The 97 Ford
Explorer thermostat is located inside of the engine inlet. The inlet is where the top radiator hose
connects to the engine. Underneath the Explorer , below the drivers door , mounted in the frame
rail. It is located on the hose at the air filter box. Ask Question. Fuel Filters. Ford Explorer. Ford
Explorer XLT. See Answer. Top Answer. Wiki User Answered Related Questions. How do you
Replace gas filter Ford Explorer xls? Where is the fuel filter located on a ford explorer xlt?
Where is the air filter located on ford explorer? Where is the fuel filter located in the ford
explorer 4. Where is the oil filter at on a Ford Explorer 4. Where is the oil filter located on a ford
explorer? Where is the cabin filter located on a ford explorer sporttrac? Where is the fuel filter
ford explorer XL? Where is the fuel filter on a 96 Ford Explorer? Ford Explorer fuel filter
location? Where is the fuel pump relay for a Ford Explorer located? How do you Change the fuel
filter ford explorer xlt? Where is the computer located in a Ford Explorer? Where is the fuel filter
on a ford 5. How can I replace fuel filter Ford Explorer ? Where is amplifier located in 97 ford
explorer? Where is the thermostat located on a ford explorer v6? Where is the gas filter on Ford
Explorer located? Where is located the fuel filter on ford explorer ? Where is fuel filter located
on Ford Explorer? Why did my Ford Explorer alternator quit working? Where is the air intake
temp sensor located on a ford explorer? Trending Questions Is silence a sound? Asked By
Ciara Parker. Has a human ever been mailed via the United States Postal Service? Asked By
Annamarie Trantow. Who would you swap lives with for a day? Asked By Fletcher Altenwerth.
How many feet are in seven minutes? Asked By Wiki User. Why were the English able to defeat
the french in early battles such as the one at crecy? What are the duties of a health prefect?
What letter in the Alphabet is always waiting in order? What number is the opposite of 0. Hottest
Questions How did chickenpox get its name? When did organ music become associated with
baseball? Asked By Curt Eichmann. How can you cut an onion without crying? Asked By
Leland Grant. Why don't libraries smell like bookstores? Asked By Veronica Wilkinson. How
long will the footprints on the moon last? Asked By Daija Kreiger. Do animals name each other?
Asked By Danika Abbott. Who is the longest reigning WWE Champion of all time? Asked By
Consuelo Hauck. What was the first TV dinner? Asked By Roslyn Walter. Previously Viewed
Where is the fuel filter for a ford explorer located? Unanswered Questions What values can we
get in the folk dance tiklos? What happens when heat energy is not properly used and handled?
How did Jose rizals parents raise their children? Moral lesson of tale of pilandok story? What
online sites don't ask for cvv? Does Melissa Fumero smoke? Give the summary in the poem
myopia by syl cheney-coker? All Rights Reserved. The material on this site can not be
reproduced, distributed, transmitted, cached or otherwise used, except with prior written
permission of Multiply. Increase the search radius for more results. Based on the radius, a new
location list is generated for you to choose from. All rights reserved. Kilometers to. Finance new
cars only. Price Excludes Taxes : to. Year from. Year to. More Filtering Options. Price -. Year: -.
Transmission: Automatic Manual Other. Kilometers: -. For Sale By: Owner Dealer. Update
Cancel. Use Distance Search to find Ads based on where you are and how far you want to
travel. Sign Up. Kijiji Alerts. The easier way to find your perfect car Kijiji Autos. Sort by Posted:
oldest first Posted: newest first Price: lowest first Price: highest first Kilometres: lowest first
Kilometres: highest first. Notify me when new ads are posted. For sale by: All. Wikipedia Width:
2. Have a f with a 4 speed 2 wheel drive picked it up with a other truck was going to restore it
but do not have time It is with heavy heart that I am saying goodbye to this beauty.. Extended
cab. Hauls anything and she always starts. Automatic , km. I'm looking for a king pin dana 60 for
a SAS swap on my f Trade for a car? Also have 5 rollers on rims, 3 tires not terrible, other 2 are
trash. Other than that she's been Its a ford ranger I bought a little while ago barley drove it its a
5 speed 2. Nice little truck. Someone backed into the side of it and I just got the driver sides
canopy glass replaced. It has rubber flooring and very little to no rust at all. It was my first
vehicle and its a great little truck. It also has a decent dent by the gas cap. Everything's in
working order. Couldn't take too many picture due to the snow on the other side of the truck.
You can see the dent in the pictures. Other , km. Runs good. New: auxiliary battery, DC motor
for hydraulic pump, control switches and repair wing. Greased, lubed. Full disclosure of work to
be done on it: Recently the pump stopped working on the lift, so that will need to be fixed.
Likely from sitting as we haven't used it since servicing it. Fire it up and move it around to keep
it going, but not actively Selling my Ford Mustang. Motivated to sell my Ford Mustang.
Everything works. Serious buyers only, no tire-kickers. Must sell. Runs good, 4 door sedan,
grey, 5. Moving need to sell. Supercharged cobra. Kenne bell supercharged meth injection Dyno
tuned at rwhp. Cars in new condition looking to trade for mustang Manual 80, km. Beautifully
fully restored Ford Custom sedan. Manual , km. Recent service, new Holley Carb. More photos

available. Located Lac La Hache. Contact: bayliner aol. This is a project truck that has sat for a
bit. Lots of work into it, the body is in great shape after any rot was dealt with, including welding
in new floor boards, etc. The box is shortened for clearance. The frame modified and straight
and solid. Dana 60 front, Dana 80 rear. It was running and driving but still needed some
electrical finished, among other details. Manual 30, km. Low mileage Ford Tempo ,kms. Has
been looked after. Low kms. Air cond. Would be a great first car for a student, Very clean. Was
going to do an engine swap since the in it has no compression No papers Comes with spare
ford 4x4 works great Automatic , km. Propane w. Very good condition. Have painted lower
section as of July Propane powered and cheep to drive. Fresh tune up. Was Vancouver truck.
May do part trade for travel trailer. For more info call ED. It has ci 7. The truck is in nice shape.
Paint job is grey primer with flat black paint stripe. Truck has 2 gas tanks. Truck has had regular
oil changes and tune ups its whole life. Doesn't leak Beautiful f, manual 4. Runs like a dream.
Since buying it in June , I have replaced: -4 new tires all season -spark plugs and wires -water
pump -heater core -fuel pumps -fuel filter -air filter -ignition coil -upper rad hose -vaccuum hose
-new distributer cap and rotor -thermostat -coolant temp sensor -coolant flush -cleaned throttle
body Has a rebuilt engine about k or so ago. Gauge reads k I believe. So approx k on new
Selling my F 7. Absolutely love this rig. I've put allot of time into this truck. Clean in great shape,
sound and solid motor. ALL of the work done in the last kms including; body work, solid rad
support, loads of extra parts and spare manual transmission ready to go. I bought to fix up and
use to haul my trailer But have now recently went another way and bought another pickup to fix
up.
toyota tacoma radio wiring
2004 pontiac grand am water pump replacement
2002 ford windstar manual free
Have a folder of all receipts. And Brand new installed transmission. All new Flat deck obs, has
multiple things done to engine and such. Zf5 trans, 4x4. Needs a bit of love but runs and drives
good, lots of power, good economy. Has l fuel capacity. Looking for Ford crew cab. I have a
mint 5 spd 97 crew cab 7. Thanks km. Trucks rusty but runs and drives good, is my current daily
but looking for cash to fix my dodge Automatic , km. Ford F Ford f 7. Please Contact. If your a
serious buyer you may request for more pictures and vides on the car. No time wasters. List of
Mods: Edelbrock performer upper and lower intake. Trick flow twisted wedge billet aluminum
heads. New fuel level sending unit. Brand new fuel tank. Billet roller rockers, forged pistons,
billet connecting rods, block bored 0. Wanted: ISO Old cheap f ISO Old cheap f December 26, ,
km. Truck has no motor or trans but not a bad body comes with a bunch of parts and parts
truck have to take both OBO Manual , km. Recently Added:.

